
French Country - 12x12 Matchbook Box

Class Project                Featuring: French Country

Designed by Robyn Shakoor
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 each (12x12) Matchbook Box (#4500544)
2 sheets French Country (#4500627)
2 sheets Sunflower (#4500628)
1 sheet Promenade (#4500630)
1 sheet Grandeur (#4500629)
2 sheets Déjà Vu (#4500634)
1 sheet Ala Carte (#4500637)
1 sheet Abundance  (#4500635)
1 sheet Rendezvous  (#4500631)
1 sheet Chipboard Tags1 (#4500646)
1 sheet Cardstock Flowers  (#4500642)
1 sheet Banners (#4500641)
1 sheet Stickers (#4500645)
2 each Ornate Metal Keys (#4500545)
2 each Antique Metal Door Pull (#4500548)  

Additional Supplies:
32” bakers twine
Distress ink (Vintage photo)
Candy Apple Red Glimmer Mist  
Pinecone Glimmer Mist

Tools & Adhesive:
Paper trimmer, detail scissors, heat tool, craft 
knife (optional)  dry adhesive, tape runner, dime-
nional foam adhesive, quick dry liquid adhesive, 
paper towels or absorbent cloth to dab ink.

Instructions:
1.  Spray the entire box, including the back, and 
insert using deep red and brown glimmer mist.  
Pat dry after each application to avoid dripping. 
Use heat tool to dry after each application. Repeat 
until the desired color is achieved.
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2.  You will use “Déjà Vu” in steps #2 and #4 so be 
careful how you cut.  Cut a 12” strip from “Déjà 
Vu” ink edges and adhere to the center of the 
“Promenade” 5” from the top of the sheet.

3.  Cut one 4 ½” x 6 ½” mat from “Grandeur” and 
adhere to the center of the strip 2” from the left 
side of the sheet.

4.  Cut one 4 ¼” x 6 ¼” mat from “Déjà Vu”, ink 
edges and adhere to the center of the “Grandeur” 
mat.

5.  Cut sunflower design from “Sunflower”, ink 
edges and adhere to the lower right side of the 
photo as shown.

6.  Select the banners and small circles shown 
from the Cardstock Banners sheet.  Ink each  
banner, arrange and adhere as shown.  Using 
small dimensional foam, add a circle in between 
the banners as shown.

7.  Select letters from the alphabet sticker sheet to 
create your title.  Adhere to the bottom left side of 
the photo.

8.  Cut out the center (black section) of the 
“French Country” paper to create a frame for the 
top of the box.  Ink edges and adhere to the top of 
the box.  The drawer openings should be on the 
sides of the box.

9.  Cut two 2” x 12” strips from “Sunflower”, ink 
edges and adhere to the sides of the box cover.

10.  Assemble flowers as shown in photo.  You  
will make small slits between each petal, then 
pinch each petal inwards, ink edges. Set aside.

11.  Cut two 1 x 4 ½” strips from “Rendezvous”, 
cut a “V” at the ends to create a tail, ink edges and 
adhere to the back of the large circular chipboard 
piece from the chipboard sheet as shown. 

12.  Adhere one the the large flower clusters to the 
center of the chipboard as shown.
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13.  Adhere the chipboard piece to the top, left  
corner of the box.  Remove sunflower buttons 
from the chipboard sheet, add twine (8” to each 
button) and tie a bow (trim ends of bow to desired 
length.)  Ink edges and adhere on lower left and 
upper right sides of the chipboard piece.

14.  Layer the three image cards and the postcard 
to the bottom right corner as shown. 

15.  Then glue in to  
place the flowers, keys 
and the chipboard 
pieces (add 8” of twine 
to each chipboard 
piece). Adhere metal 
key hole to the center 
of the right side of the 
box as shown. 

16.  Cut two 1 S¾” x 
12” strips from “Sun-
flower”, ink edges of 

the green side of the paper. Adhere to the outside 
left and right sides of the drawer, then attach the 
metal door pulls.

17.  Cut four 1 ¾” x 11 ¾” strips from “Abundance” 
making sure the lines are vertical as shown, ink 
edges.  Adhere each strip to the inside sides of the 
drawer.

18.  To finish place “French Country” layout sheet 
in the bottom of the drawer and slide into the box.
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